Bing & Grondahl Figurines (Schiffer Book For Collectors)
Explore the broad range of beautiful, high-quality porcelain figurines manufactured by the Bing & Grondahl Porcelain Manufactory, of Copenhagen, Denmark, in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Today, collectors worldwide appreciate the sculptors and decorators skills, as reflected in their charming figurines. More than 700 animal and human figurines are shown, along with date marks, shop signs, plates, dishes, bowls, and vases. Approximately 1,000 Bing & Grondahl figurines have been identified and described. The figurines are cataloged in numerical order with identification of the sculptor, size, price, and a guide to rarity Ideal for novice collectors, figurine addicts, and dealers, this book provides insight to the huge range of high quality porcelain figurines available both new (current production of Bing & Grondahl pieces by Royal Copenhagen) and vintage. It appeals especially to specialized collector-owners of dogs, cats, fauns, fish, etc.
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Customer Reviews

This is one of the best books on pottery that I have purchased. It's very easy to locate a piece along with its value. Factory marks and numbers are well explained. I highly recommend this book.

Excellent resource for identifying B&G figurines!!! Book is VERY organized and easy to use. All listings are arranged in numerical order according to the figurine’s manufacture "mold" number. There is a color photo of each figurine listed. There also are photos depicting variations in
color/design of figurine, if indicated. A listing of B&G Identification Marks with images and dates, are listed in the beginning of the book. If you collect these figurines, this is a MUST HAVE book.

The book was satisfactory, however it showed almost every item for Bing and Grondahl except my artifact. That was very strange, but the book was informative. Very different. Thank you ......

Very good book with much information on the models made by Bing & Grondahl, dates, model numbers and helpful in dating the items. Good for the collector or appraiser.
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